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sIDNEY w. PARK AND EDGAR s. ELLs, o F TRoY, NEW YORK. 

IMPRovEMENT IN RoTÁRY KNITTING-MACHINES. 
– . specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 15492, dated August 5, 1856. .: ; : " i 

| were opened atone place and thenspread out 
Beit known that we, SIDNEY. W. PARKand | straight, the sets being of different diameters 

EDGAR.S.ELLs,both of Troy, in the county of and placed together egcentrically, the nee 
Rensselaer and State of New York have | dles of both series fixed and the web drawn 
jointly invented certain new and useful Im-| of through the Small series. Fig. 14 is a provements in Rotary Knitting-Machines for || "straightened” elevation of the Qutsideofthe 
Making Ribbed Work; and we do herebyde- | two series of needles, the sets being of differ 
clare that the following is a full, clear, and | ent diameters and eccentric, the needles of 
exact description of the construction and op- | the small series sliding and those of the large 
eration of the same, reference being had to || set stationary and the web drawn of through 
the annexed drawings, making a part of this || the large series. Fig. 15 is another straight-- 
specification. : , ened elevation of the outside of the two se 

Instead of employing together an annular | ries of needles, the two sets being of different 
and a radial series of hooked needlesin knit- | diameters and concentric, the needles of the 

- ting common tubular ribbed work, we employ. large series sliding and those of the spaalset 
two annular series of such needles, the barbs || fixed, and the web drawn of through the 
of the needles of each series being turned | large series. Fig, 16 is also a straightened 
outward and the two series so arranged to- | elevation of the outside of the two series of 
gether that the needles of one set are along-|| needles, the two series being of equal diame 
side and parallel and point in the opposite| ter and concentric and the needles of both 
direction to those of the other series; but || sets sliding. Fig. 17 is a plan of the two se 
these two series may be of equal or of slightly | ries of needles, the sets being of different-di 
different diameters, and may be concentric or || ameters and concentric. Fig. 18is also a plan 
a little eccentric to each other, and the nee- of the two series of needles, thry being of 
dles of either one or of both of the sets may | equal diameter and concentric; and Fig. 19 
slide endwise or be immovable in their re-| is an incomplete sectional elevation of our 
spective cylinders, and the knit fabric may | improved machine, the two series-of needles 
be drawn of through either the large or the | being of equal diameter and concentric, the 
small series of needles. v " needles of both sets sliding. . . . 

In the annexed drawings, Figure 1 is an : The samelletters refer tolikA partsin althe 
elevation of one side of our improved ma- | figures, and the directions of motion of the 
chine, the needles of each series being sta- | parts are indicated by the arrows thereon. 
tionary. The series of different diameters We will first particularly describe the con 
are placed eccentrically together, and the | struction and operation of our improved ma 
knit fabric drawn of through the large, se- | chine when the two annular series of needles 

To alluhom it may concern: 

ries. Fig. 2 is a horizontal section at and || arc of different diameters and placed eccen 
plan of the parts below the line YY of Fig. 1. i trically together and the needles of both re 
Fig. 3 is an incomplete vertical section of our | volving series stationary, the knit fabric be 
improved machine, as shown in Fig, 1 at the | ing drawn of through the large-series, and . 
line Z Z' in Fig, 2, anói an elevation of thein-' in Such description shall only-refer to Figs. 
terior on the right-hand side of said line. | 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, and 11. : . 
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are elevations of the I is the bed-piece forall the parts. I. is a 
outside of such successive portions of the two | toothed wheel fastened to or forming a part 
series of needles of Figs. 1, 2, and 3 as are of the hollow needle-block P, to which the 
not shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 10 is a projection || needles cc, which compose the large series, 
of a ring which we employ to hold the needles are attached. This cylindrical needle-block 
in place on the cylindrical needle-blocks. P bears upon the shoulder W. of the bed 
Figs. 11 and 12 are plans of a part of the nee- piece and turns around the stationary hollow 
dle-blocks with the ring shown irt Fig. 10 ap- | stud or cylinder K', which latteris madé hol 
plied thereto. Fig. 13 is, a straightened ele- | low for the web X (seen in blue lines) to pas 
vation of the outside of the two annular se: through and is fastened to or forms a partief 
ries of needles, as, if the two needle-cylindersi the bed-piece I. The roller V, held by the 
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support. U', keeps the needle-cylinder, P | Side those of the first set about one-eighth of 
against the shoulder W. Tirehookedneedles || an inch more than the length of a needle barb c c are arranged upon the cylinder or ring P | or hook. 
parallel to its axis at equal distances apart, 
with their barbs turned outward an?itheends 
of the needles all projecting equally and 
about twice the length of their barbs beyond 
its top edge, so as to form a concentric ring 
of needles like that most generally employed 
in rotary nachines for knitting plain work. 
The needles are secured in place on the nee 
dle-block P in any suitable manner; as by the 
common mode of "leading” and holding by. 
clamp-plates, or, better, by inserting the bent. 
butt-ends of the needles into holes p and the 

.. bodies in longitudinal grooves o' o' in the 
needle-block P, and there securing them by 
the clamp-plates R, or, more conveniently, 
by the sliding ring A, the construction and 
advantageous use of which will be héreinaf 
ter fully set forth. This series of needles c c 
we call the "first” set; and as the web is drawn 
off through ittlie rows of stitches which pro 
ject on the outside of the tubular web are 
nade on this series. - 
- L' is a wheel of the same size and number 
of teeth as the wheel L., and is fastelned to or 
forms a part of the cylindrical block O, to 
which the needles d d, which compose the 
smaller series, are fastened. The needle 
'block O turns smoothly on the lower part of 
the stationary Spindle K, being kept in place 
thereon by the shoulder W" and a 'collet V' 
and screw v, or in some other suitable man 
ner. The needles d d, are fastened to the 
block O' with their barbs turned outward and 
otlherwise in the same form and manner as 
the needles c c to the block P, and the con 
centric ring of needles thus formed extends 
below the lower edge of the block O about 
the same distance thatthe needles c c project 
above the top of the block P. The series of 
needlesdd may beabout one-eighth of an inch 
less in diameter than the series c cin knitting 
coarse woolen stocking work; but this differ 
ence must vary according to the closeness and 
fineness of the fabric to be. made. This Se 
ries of needles dd we call the" second ” series 
or set, and the rows of stitches which project 
on the inside of the web are formed thereon. 
The spindle Kis supported at J'' in the arm 
J' of the post J. in such manner that the axis 
of motion of the Second set of needles (! (! 
shall be parallel to that of the first set, and so 
that the second set can be arranged concen 
tric with the first, or eccentric therewith to 
any desired small extent, the degree of ecce - 
tricity allowable being limited by the fine 
ness and closeness of the fabric to be made. 
In the drawings, Fig. 2, the two series are 
about as far eccentric as is alawable in krit 
ting coarse woolen stocking-', - & l'he sec 
ond series of needles is also se by si iding the 
Spindle X and clamping it in its socket at ''' 
at such distance from the first Set that the 
needles of the second set, pointing in the op 
posite direction to those of the first, lap along 

M is the driving-shaft arranged parallel to 
the axes of the... needle-cylinders and sup 
ported by the bed-piece I and arm J". - 

| N N' are wheels of equal diameter and 
numbér of teeth fastened to the shaft M and 
geared with the wheels L. J.", so that the first 
and second sets of needlesáre surely revolved 
simultaneously togéther with exactness. The 
wheel N' is made adjustable on M, so that 
the needles of the second set can be conven 
iently set between or opposite those of the. 
first set at any desired point. - The two sets 
of needles are arranged properly in this re 
spect in Fig. 2. 
We will now proceed to describe the con 

struction and arrangement of the appliances 
used in connection with these combined sets 
of needles. 
E is a common sinker-wheel supported in 

an adjustable manner, as usual in rotary 
knitting-machines, upon the post T. This 
sinker carries the yarn z (seen in reddish 
yellow lines) under the barbs and to therends 
of the first series of needles cc, leavingenough 
yarn to form new loops on botla sets. (See 
Figs. 2 and 9.) The sinker Eis placed where 
the needles of the inner series are nearly op 
positethose of the outerset, sothatthe blades 
of the sinker can act with the greatest free 
dom, and a little before the place where the 
two series are nearest together. 
F is an ordinary fixed cam-presser mounted 

on the post T"to depress the barbs of the first 
set of needles c c. v 
G is a thin common cam-presser supported 

on the post T', placed after the presser Fand 
arranged between the two series of needles 
to depress the barbs of the second set. 
D is a web-guide fastened to the bed-piece 

ou to the hollów stud K" and arranged close 
to the inside of the inner or second set of 
needles, but outside the webas it is drawn off. 
This web-guide acts in opposition to the ten 
sion on the knit fabric, and is so formed and 
arranged as to first so slide the webasto cast 
off the old loops y y (seen in carmine-red 
lines) from the outer series of needles c c, as 
seen in Figs. 1 and 4, and then so as to carry 
the old loops y y of the second set of needles 
above or past the yarn z, as seen in Figs. 4 
alud 5, and, finally, so as to keep the old loops 
of the inner series of needles above the points 
of the barbs) j of these needles while or at 
the time the yarn for the new loops is passing 
under these barbs preparatory to their de 
pression by the cam G. 

13 is a cam fastened to the plate or collet V' 
to Spring the ends of the second set of nee 
dles outward at tlie tipne the old loops thereon 
commence risiig, in order to insure the pas 
sage of all the old cast-off stitches up on the 
inside of the inner set of needles. The tvo 
series of needlesshould be neartogether at the 
place where the web begins to rise, so that 
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the web will draw hard on the inner set of 
needles, to also help bring their old cast-off 
stitche, to the inside of their ends before the 
loops tereof begin to rise. We also gener 
ally draw the web tight just before it begins 
to rise by neans of the lobe b of I in con 
nection witlu the elevated part k of D, so thät 
the old loops of the second set of needles shall 
be surely at the ends of the needles before 
alad at the time these loops begin to rise: 
also the needlcs of the second setshould not be 
opposite to but should alternate with those 
of the first set where the web begins to rise, 
so that the stitches-of the outer set shall cer 
tainly mot interfere with the needles of the 
inner series as the web rises. . 
C is a thin guide or sin ker-blade arranged 

immediately in front of and in connection 
with the presser G and so near to the needles 
of the inner series that the points of their 
barbs jj slide along the outside of it, as seen 
in Figs: 2 and 5, in order to insure the pas 
sage of the yarm which is to form the new 
loops under the barbs of the needles of the sec 
ond series before they reach the presser G. 

1I is a commoiu "cast-oft” wli el mounted 
in an adjustalle manier, as usual, upon the 
post U to help cast off the old stitches from 
the second set of needles when the tension on 
tle web is insufficielat therefor The web is 
drawn off and the proper tension attained 
thereon for k nitting evenly, either by hang 
ing a Weight in tlic common ma inner to the 
revolving web as it extends from the ma 
chine, or by such combined teision-rollers 
and take-up mechanisms as are now in use. 
After the loops of the web have been prop 
erly put or formiel on the needles by hand 
and the continuous yari 2 connected there. 
witli and a weight or a draw-off mechanism at 
tached to the web, on turning the shaft M in 
the direction of the arrow ther-csia the suc 
cessive operation of the various arts of tihe 
machine is as follows, to wit: As the two se 
ries of needles simultaneously revolve to 
gether in the direction indicated by their ar 
rows, the yarin 2 is first fed by the sinker E 
under the barbs and to the cinels of tinc nee 
dles of the first series, leaving enougl: yara 
between thcse needles outside the second se 
ries to form new loops on both sets. "I"he old 
loops on the needles of the second set are 
the drawin tight into the ends of these liee 
(lles by the joint :ction on the wel) of tine lobe 
li of the cain 13 and the part k of I), provided 
thc general iensioil on the web is not always 
sufficient io insui re this result. The the web 
immediately begins to rise on the guide I), 
at which time the cam 13, if empioyed, springs 
out the cnds of the needles of the second set 
to fully insure the lassage of ail their oll 
’ast-ol loops upon thie inier side of these nee 
dles. Next, before the olci loops on the first set 
of needles meet t le barbs thereot, these barbs 
are depressel by the cam F, so that as the 
web rises to the ends of these needles these 
old loops are slid over the barbs and cast ofi 

3 

| around the yarn 2 in the ends of these nee 
| dles, ti-'s completing the new loops of the 
first set. After this the looped yaru in the 
ends of the first set is drawn tight by the 

| web being carried still higher by the guide 
| I), in order to draw the yarn close to the nee 
| dies of the second set, and also to cause the 
old loops on the second set t9 slide above or 

| :st the yarn before this yarn passes under 
the barbs of the second set. Next, the points 

.. of the barbs of the needles of the secondset 
| pass along the outside of the thin sinker C, 
and the looped yarn where it extends from 
around the needles of the first set through 
their last cast-off stitches or loops to allong 
the outside of the needles of the second set 
is pressed down by this sinker, so that the 
7arn is certainly under the barbs of the nee 
dles of the second set when these barbs ar 
rive at the cam-presser G, while the old loops 
of the second set are yet held up above the 
points of these barbs by the action of the 
guide D on the web, whereupon these barbs 
are depressed by the cam G, and the guide D 
allows the tensiou on the web to slide these. 
old loops outside the barbs and to cast the m 
off around the yarn now in the ends gi the se 
needles, thus completing the new loops of the 
second series of needles, the cast-off wheel l l 
being used in knitting small tubes whe). re 

! quired to insure this casting-off of the oid 
loops, Then the needles are again rea”: for 
the yarn. 

lmstead ef es asing the needles of the sec 
oad set to lap alongside those of the first so 
far that the points of the barbs of the second 
et are below the ends of the needles of the. 
irst set, as shown in the drawings, the needles 
of the second set may havelongcer barbs than 
those if the first, so that the points of these 
long b.:rbs shall be far enough above the ends 
of the needles of the first set for a presser 
piaced above the ends of the first set to act 
ti ereon at the Same time that the ends of th? 

| 

needles of the second set are below tlie points 
of the barbs of the first, or the lengths 
of the barbs of the two sets of needles may 
be equal, and the points of the barbs of each 
set extend a little beyond the ends of the 

|'other set if the web is drawn down tight and 
| the barbs of the first set are depressed before 
| the web begins to rise. We prefer to thus 
arrange the points of the barbs of the second 
set above the ends of the needles of the first 
when the two series of stationary needles are 

| equal in diameter. . 
The parts which, according to our inven 

tion must necessarily be combined witll the 
two a a mular sets of looked needles to knit 
ribb: l work, whether the sets are of equal 

' (tifferent diameters, or are place concen 
| 3: eccentric to each other, or whether the 
- nie: dies of both )r of either of the sets slide 
or are stationary, or whether the kuit fabric 
is drawn of through or the yaru (irst fed to 

| either set of needles are the sinker E or its 
| equivalent, the presser F or its equivaleut, 
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the presser ( or its equiválent, and the web 
guide II) or its equivalent. 
To avoid misapprehension, we will state 

that we here consider any device, arrange 
ment of parts, or use of means by which the 
yarn for the new loops can be carried or left 
under the barbs of either set at the proper 
time and place and in suitable quantity asan 
equivalent of the sinker E. For instance, in 
stead of using a sin ker-whcel, a device may 
generally be employed whicll continually 
takes up the yarm witlin itself and leaves it 
crimped under the barbs, or, When the nce 
dles slide, the yarn may someti mes be sunk 
between the needles by a wheel, which has 
thin blades arranged parallel to is axis of 
motion, the needies being slid endwise to 
draw the barbs over the yarm while the yarn 
is sunk by the blades, or sometimes the yarn 
may be first drawn in front of the barbs 
close to the bodies of the nccdles and then 
"sunk” and carriel under the barlos by miov 
able blades, or, if the leedles slide, by sta 
tionary sinkers or stops; and by equivalents 
of the pressers Fand G and web-guide D, we 
here mean any devices which shall fulfill the 
respective ofices of these parts. 
The arrangements of the sinker (, in con 

nection with the pres: of the second set of 
needles, and the cam B, l. ) spring out the 
ends of the needles of the second set, as dc 
scribed, are each generally of more or less 
importance, in securing the very best oper 
ation of the machine, according as the Lee 
dles of the sets slicle or are fixed, or as the Sets 
are of equal or different dia meters, or are ec 
centric or concentric with each othel". 
The operation of our improved machine, 

when the needles el d of the second set slide 
and those of the first Set are stationary, is 
shown by Fig. 14, the web being drawn off 
through the first set of needles C. c. in the cli 
rection pointed by the arrow '. The yarn is 
fed by the sinker E under the barbs of the 
first set of needles. The web is elrawn tight 
by the parts band k. The ends of the needles 
dd are pressed outward by the cam is. The 
barbs of the outer set of needles are depressed 
by the cam F, and the web is raised by the 
guide D, so as to cast of the old loops of the 
first set and to carry the old loops of the sec 
ond set above the yarn, all as when the tree 
dles of both sets are stationary. When the 
old loops of the second set of needles have 
passed above the yarn, the needles of the sec 
ond set rise, so as to keep the points of their 
barbs opposite the Space which is between 
the old loops and the yarn until this space is 
as large as it can well be nacle, When the 
barbs of the second set are pressed by the 
cam G, acting on thé points of the barbs Where 
they, extend above the ends of the needles of the first set, whereupon the guide I) allows 
the tension on the web to draw down and 
cast off the old loops of the second set, a cast 
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down until the points of their barbs arc about 
one-eighth of an inch below the ends of the . 
needles c c, when the needles are ready for 
the yarn again. 

In Fig. 14 the two sets of needles are placed 
eccentrically together; but the operation is 
substantially the same, whether the seriesare 
of different diameters and concentric or ec 
centric, or are of equal diameters." 
The operation, when the needles of the first 

eset slide and those of the second are fixed, is 
shown by Fig. 15, the web being drawn off 
through the first set in the direction pointed 
by thearrow '. In this case the yarn is fed, 
as usual, upon the first sct of needles c c, 
when the web lhangs at the ends of the needles 
of the second set. Then the barbs of the first 
set are depressed by the can IF, and these 
needles slide down until the points of their 
barbs have passed undler and beyond the old 
loops thereon. Then the web is drawn tight, 
if beneficial, and the second set of needles 
sprung out ward, ahol the cain D raises the 
web so as to cast of the old loops of the first 
sef and to carry the old loops of the second 
set above the yarin, all in the saine manner as 
when the needles of both sets are fixed. Tilken. 
the cam I) raises the web still higher and the 
first set of needles slide up with but a little 
below the web, util the yarn is drawn tight 
and passes above the points of the barbs of. 
the second set. Then the presser G acts on 
the points of the barbs of the second set, where 
they extend above the ends of the needles of 
the first, and the guide I) allows the tension 
of the web to slide down and cast off the oldl 
loops of the second set, the needles of the 
first also sliding down in advance of the web, 
and the cast-off wheel II being employed 
whencver beneficialin casting off the old loops 
of the second set, whereupon the needles of 
the first set assu me their position for receiv 
ing the yarin again. . 

Fig. 16 slow's the operation when tille nee 
dles of botla scts slide, the web being drawn 
of in the direction pointed by the arrow I'. 
In such case the yarn is first fed under the 
barbs () f the needles c c of the first set when 
the old loops are below the points of their 
barbs. Then the larbs of the necdles c c are 
pressed and thesc ncediles slide down, wlhile 
the guide I) sustais the web until their old 
loops are cast off and the yarin is drawn lown 
tiglut below the old loops of the second set'; 
the needles (l (l being then slid down, so that 
the points of their barbs are below the yarn. 
Then the needles of tha second sct rise util 
the points of their barbs are opposite the 
space which is lbetween the old loops thereof 
and the new yari), when ti; ese barbs arc: 
pressed by the cam ( ... Then the needles el (l 
of the second set rise (la: ti | t! ci! ol I lool s a re 
cast off and them des."eti el lefore the yarin is 
again fed to the nced les. \\ heli both sets of 
needles slide, thc guide l ) may be mate of a 

off wheel II being used, when necessary, to | continuous, uniform height, aluct imay be filst 
insure this result, and the needles d d, slide I ened to or form a part of the needle-block ', 
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as in Fig. 19, the guide D being notched on 
its-edge to allow the needles of the second set. 
ito pass through, if the sets are of different 
diameters or are eccentri? with each other. 
Wc contemplate the use of other forms of 

a siker than the wheel E, and other pressers 
" than- the cams F G, (as the 'rotary-toothed. 
presser G", Fig. 17.) wheneversuch otherkind 
of sinker or pressers shall-be best adapted to 
:uny desired particular arrangement of the 
two annular series of needles. When the two 
Series of needlesare arranged concentric with 
each other, as many sets of appliances, eachset 
consisting of a sinker, twopressers, and a web 
guide 1), can be employed asthere is room for 
in the circumference of the needle-cylinders,so 
rthat according to the size of these cylinders, 
two, three, four, ormorethreads of yarncan be 
fed to the needles at the same time, thereby 
proportionately increasing the productiveness 
of the machine. Since the guide D always 
acts to slide or retain the web in opposition 
to the tension of the web, when the knit fab 
ric is drawn of through the . second series of 
needles the tension of the web will do what 
was done by the web-guide, and the web-guide 
will fulfill the part. which the tension on the 
web performed when the web was drawn off 
through the first series. This converse action 
of the tetision of the web and the web-guide. 
I) is showu by IRig. 13, where the needles of 
both sets are fixed and the web is drawn off 
through the second series of needles d d, in 
the direction pointed by the arrow g. In 
this case the web-guide D is of course fast 
ened to the hollow support which the needle 
block for the second series of needles d d 
must now have. In operation the guide D 
first holds the web down to the lower ends of 
the needles (l l while the yarn is fed under 
the barlos of the first setc c. Then the barbs 
of the needles of the first set are pressed by. 
the eam I., and the guide ID allows the ten 
sion of the web to slide their old loops over, 
these barlos and off the needles, a cast-off 
wheel 11 being employed, if desirable, to in: 
sure this result. Then the yarn z is pushed 
down by the sinker C to insure the separation 
of the yarm from the old loops of the second, 
and thereby the passage of the yarn under 
the barbs of this second set, while these old 
loops remain above the points of these barbs, 
whereupon these barbs are pressed by the 
cam G, and the guide D presses down on the 
web, causing the old loops of the second set 
to slide over the barbs and off the needles. 
Then the needles :treagain ready for theyarn. 
The yarn can, though sometimes with much 
dificulty, be at first fed under the barbs of 
the second set of needles, the yarn surround 
ing the first set; but we generally prefer to 
first feed the yarn under the barbs of the 
ncedles c c of the first set, as shown in the 
drawings. When the yarn is at first fed to 
tlhe second set of needles, the form of the 
guide D and the novements of the sliding 

needles must of course: be ivariedlito, meet the 
requirements of the machine inisuch case... i. 
- , The needles, may be 1 made to slide in the 
needle-blocks erdwise, ill. any suitable man 
ner. The construction which we prefer is to 
cut radial slots l l through the lower part of 
the block P and through the upper part of 
the block O, and longitudinal grooves, a 0, 
equal in depth to the diameter of a needle or 
the width of a slot l, from the slots ll to the 
rim of the needle-blocks, (see Figs. 12 and 
19.) then bend down tihe butt-ends of the 
needles at right angles to the bodics, and 
place the bodies within the grooves o and 
the bent enas through the slots l l, so as to 
project on the inside of the hollow needle 
blocks:within the stationary cam-grooves pp, 
which latter are shaped to give the desired 
sliding movements to the needles as the nee 
dle-blocks revolve, the needles being leld in 
place So as to slide freely and accurately ill. 
the grooves oo and slots l l by external clamp 

, plates, or more conveniently by the sliding 
ring A, having a part a movable, the con 
struction and advantageous arrangementof 

.. which ring we will now describe. " 
.. By thé common node of holding needles 

on cylindrical blocks by clamp-plates when 
a single needle: breaks in knitting, several 

- otherneedles must beloosened soasto become : 
more or less displaced in removing the old 
and inserting a new needle, tlhereby oc 
casioning vexatious delay. To avoid thisin 
convenience, we provide a circular ring A, 
smooth on the inside and of such diameter 
as will just allow the ring to surround the 
needles when arranged on the needle-block. 
We securesthis ring so that, it can be slid 
around, back or forward on the needles by 
forming a flange fon the ring to slide withill 
guides (, g, fastened to the needle-block, or 
in any other suitable manner. Wc also make 
a part a of the ringeasily removable by mak 
-ing longitudinal grooves in the sides of this 
part to fit tongues in the l'ing and arrailgiulg 
a spring-catch e upon the part ( t to hook itto 

’ the notch e’; or this piece may benicely fittel 
and secured to the ring iu any other suitable - 
manner. Now when a needle breaks tlhc op 
erative slides the ring A so tlhat the part (t 
is over that needle, then slips out the piece. 
a, which liberates only the broken néedle, 
which needle he displaces by a new one aud 
replaces the part a. It is not essential to the 
successful application of the ring A that the. 
needles should be kept in place by the grooves 
o o and holes p" p', or slots l l fol: the nce 
dles may be properly retailed il place by 
other known means; but we prefert) employ 
tihe grooved and drilled or slotted needle 
blocks. 
We are aware that insonne rotary ki itting 

machines heretofore made a part of a sta 
tionary can-ring which holls aud slicles t le 
needles of a radial series in a revolving needle 
block is made adjustable, so that wlile any 
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needle of the series is removed the rest will || axes, ior the hooked ends of the needles of 
be held in place, and we know that in other | either of the sets or of both sets may gener 
knitting-machines a part of a stationary cam 
ring which is employed to slide and keep in 
place the needles ofa revolving annularseries 
is also made movable for a like purpose; but 
our mode of holding the needles of an annular 
Series in place So that any one needle can be 
removed without in any manner disturbing 
any other needles of the series, isdistinctfrom 
such devices. It is essential to our mode that 
the ring A shall revolve with the set of needles 
if the set revolves in knitting or remain sta 
tionary with the series of needles if applied 

i to a non-revolving set, and hence the ring A 
cannot form a part of or be fixed to any cam 
ring which may be employed to slide the 
needles; and it will be observed that by our 
node we not only avoid the great friction 
which must exist between a revolving annu 
lar series of needles and a stationary holding 
ring, but thaton breakingor bendinga needle 
in knitting, nomatter in what position the má 
chine is stopped, thering A, as arranged by us, 
can at once be slidaround so thatthe movable 
part a shall be over the needle which must be 
removed without, in thus turning the ring on 
the needles, moving anyof them in any manner 
whatever, whereas when a stationary ringen 
circles and holds a revolving series of needles 
in place, if the machine is stopped, as usual, 
only that one needle which happens to be op 
posite to the movable part of the holding-ring 
can be removed, and as the needle which 
must be removed will not generally be-oppo 
site to this movable part, the whole series of 
needles must be again turned until the de 
fective needle is brought under this adjust 
able portion, and this additional movement 
of the needles may beinconvenientand often 
increase the damage occasioned by the de 
fective needle. Even if the holding cam-ring 
hitherto employed could be unfixed and slid 
a round on the neédles, yet this turning of the 
cam-ring would slide the needles endwise in 
places where they should 'not be slid, and 
would perhaps do as much damage as would 
be occasioned by turning the whole set of 

I needles. - • 
In forming the annular sets of needles it is 

mot essential that the needles of either set 
should be arranged exactly parallel with their 

k 

ally either converge toward or diverge from 
the lines of the axes of the Series a few de 
grees and yet operate as herein described. 

Instead of revolving the two annular sets 
of needles and having all the appliances used 
therewith stationary, as hereinbefore de 
scribed, the two sets of needles may be sta 
tionary while these appliances, with the bob 
bin, travel alóng the needles, the second set 
being. supported on a revolving eccentric 
shaft when the two sets are not concentric; 
but we gerefer to have the tw?sets of needlcs 
revolve and their appurtenances stationary. 
By employing together two annular series 

of hooked needles smaller-ribbed work-tubes 
can be knit than when a radial and an annu 
lar series of hooked needles are used together. 
We claim as our invention, and desire to 

secure by Letters Patent– 
1. Corhbining together two annular series 

of hooked needles with a sinker, two pressers, 
and a web-guide Dorits equivalent, substan 
tially as herein set forth, for use in the pro 
duction of ribbed work, as specified.” 

2. The manner of arranging the two annu 
lar sets of needles in relation to each other– 
that is, arranging them together so that the 
hooked ends of the needles of one set are par 
allel or nearly parallel with, alongside of, and 
pointed in the opposite direction to those of 
the other series, as herein set forth. , r 

3. Theimprovement of arranging thesinker 
C, substantially as herein described, to in 
crease the distance between the yarn and the 
old loops of the second set of needles just be 
fore the barbs of these needles are pressed. 

4. The improvement of arranging the cam 
B so as to spring out the ends of the second 
set of needles, substantially as described, for 
the purpose specified. - . 

5. The improvement of holding the needles 
of an annular series in place on the grooved 
needle-block or its equivalent by the ring A. 
constructed, arranger and operating as set 
forth. 

SIDNEY. W. JPARK. 
V EDGAR. S. ELLS. 

Witnesses: 
JOHN MORAN, 
A. F. IPARK. 


